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About This Content

Soundtrack to Ebi-Hime's Strawberry Vinegar.

Includes 13 tracks in both FLAC and OGG

01 - strawberry ? vinegar
02 - candyfloss
03 - porridge

04 - sunny side up
05 - bento box
06 - omurice

07 - N A T T O
08 - spaghetti.

09 - takoyaki? takoyaki!
10 - sweetie ♥ pie

11 - chrysanthemum tea
12 - sherbet nightmare
13 - ice cream parfait
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Simple, fun, easy and straightforward fun, this game is pretty much the same as the first part with some improvements and
around 100 new levels.

Major improvement was the level editor, now you can make your own levels, besides that there are new obstacles and items to
use which spice up the gameplay, but still leave it true to the game's name. You can change the colors of your character now.

Also its important to mention that it removes the 3 lifes per chapter from the prequel of this game. Now you can die as many
times as you want and you will be returned to the beginning of the level you died on. This means this game is easier compared to
first part.

Pros:
- Simple and fun
- 60fps
- Level editor
- Well upgraded compared to part 1

Cons:
- Still lacks achievements. Very clunky. You have to use the arrow keys to move around the map.
Intros are just text with a picture. Very unfinished.
Has potential, but at this stage, is slow, tedious, and boring.
I might be spoiled from Sol Survivor, AOE2 TD's, even Prime World: Defenders.
If this game was made by 3 brothers then Bravo! Well done. (you can tell English is not their first language. which is ok, but you
can tell)
However, it shouldn't be on Steam. It's not in the same league of games for todays standards.
With a lot more work this 'could' be a very good game. At the current state it is amateurish and it shows.
I only payed $3.74, but for today's standard thats about $2.74 more than it's worth.
I hope they keep developing this game, it has potential. If they were for fill in cut scenes, fix the clunky interface, add voice
acting and some animations it might be worth $5.
At the current state, it just got boring real quick. And I really would rather give it a much better review because of the potential..
Amazing feeling of movement. I was blown away by how good it feels skimming across these huge maps and busting out the
wings for some flight. There are great levels already, and lots of them. The lunar level gives you less gravity and the space level
lets you fly around with no gravity. Standing on the space station and looking out over the planet below was so awesome. and
that was just one of the times in this game that gave me one of those "VR moments".

No VR sickness at all and some bad loco or bad framerates will give me VR sickness. Watching the videos of people playing it
early on, I thought I'd be trying it for a few minutes and then dropping out because of motion sickness, but I didn't have any
effects and played over half an hour so far..

Can't wait to see where the dev takes this.. A Ghost Lolicon tries to ruin a yuri friendship xd. one of the better characters. Isnt as
cool as they make it look.. I love this game I think it's great.. Had a lot of promise, but ending itself in cancelation before getting
really good, and still charging for this game, is not cool. They proceeded to ban me from all dicussions involving this game, very
mature.. What in gods name actually is this......

First off do not download this. Please, do not give it any kind of notice.

Second let's get off to the story of why i wanted to play this and my sudden realization that... This game... Is a let down.

I downloaded this just today after being reminded by a friend about HIS. I seen the reviews on here (because that's the first
thing i do to get an idea of the game, free or not.) and it was mixed. Most of the top 30 reviews were saying it was crap. I didn't
believe them and boy do i regret it.

The game's screenshots will fool you completely, the graphics (just in my short time of gameplay after an ungodly long patch)
looked like they were drawn with crayon and put as graphics. The gameplay is horrible as well, leveling up is worse then in WoT
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or War Thunder (both better games than this) and i have over 100 hours on both and am still in low tier in game.
This game also screams, pay to win. Daily prizes are bought with a key (not sure if it's every day you have to buy one or not.)
just with that alone you think "Why?" Oh it gets much worse. The community is pretty much dead and devs really don't care
(All they care about is having more money than Donald Trump.) This game shows how much the Devs hate the English language
or something because it is completely broken, i can barely understand anything. You can't exit the game without Alt + F4 (Yes i
am not kidding... as of this review i can't exit without Alt + F4)

You can probably get the message by now, that you should stick away from this game. Just in the patch alone i felt my life
slowing draining from me, even more so trying to PLAY the game.

Go play War Thunder, World of Warplanes, World of Warships or World of Tanks, all of these games are a better choice then
this.
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Man, this is great.

It's heavily inspired by the Classic 2D Legend of Zelda Games, but with an interesting twist in the narration, that gives it a nice
charm. There were a few puzzles that were way too hard to me, and some might find the game easier than classic Zelda games,
but other than that, It's really well done.

100% recommend. If you're even remotely interested in the genre, give it a shot.. Great game played and remastery from
original small bugs are present but they dont make the game harder or easyer.. Okay Nay Sayers...
As others have said, this is a port of a mobile game.
That said, it is not bad for what it is.
If you can find it on sale, I think it would be an asset to anyones library that enjoys uncomlicated shooting, TD-type products. I
think it is worth $5 at most.
You actually play this with a single mouse stroke input to spin the ship in the direction you want to go. After that, its all about
upgrades, upgrades and more upgrades, as in any other TD game. It is by no means easy to win and there are plenty of
maps\/missions to play. It can get a little messy on screen when a crap load of enemy ships are exploding everywhere and it is
easy to lose your mouse pointer when trying to find the right on-screen button you are looking to push. That brings me to the
worst part of this game...unbindable keys. Er, that is to say, NO keys are available. If you dont want to do it with a mouse you
are shitouta luck. It probably will never be updated, either as the last message from Devs was back in 2017. Other than that, it is
a finished prodfuct without any bugs so far.
Sometimes you dont really want to spend all day learning a new game. Battleship LW is the sort of product you can play within
5 minutes of starting.
No muss, No fuss. Really, I would equate it with GOF 2, and that game seems to get high praise for a mobile port.. Very well
done. Have enjoyed many hours of planning and building. A few suggestions, possibly some weather disasters like cyclones,
prairie and forest fires perhaps? Would also like to see a fire brigade building to combat these events as well as bandit set fires.
The addition of bunkhouses housing 6 teneants to cut down on number of required shacks.. This still falls within the realms of
VR DEMOS but it's a very well made one with a sureal environment.
The puzzles are not too hard and the controls are very good.

It's free and recommended, abour 30 min play through if you don't understand the puzzles instantly.
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